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Abstract - This article presents the general idea of
Piezoelectric Effect in certain materials to generate an
electric charge in response to applied mechanical stress.
One of the distinctive characteristics of the piezo effect is
that it's reversible, that means that materials exhibiting
the direct piezo effect (the generation of electricity once
stress is applied) additionally exhibit the converse piezo
effect (the generation of stress once an electrical field is
applied) When electricity material is placed beneath
mechanical stress, a shifting of the positive and electric
charge centers within the material takes place, that then
leads to an external electrical field. once reversed, an
outer electrical field either stretches or compresses the
piezoelectric material. The piezo effect is extremely
helpful at intervals several applications that involve the
assembly and detection of sound, generation of high
voltages,
electronic
frequency
generation,
microbalances, and extremist fine focusing of optical
assemblies. it's additionally the idea of variety of
scientific instrumental techniques with atomic
resolution, like scanning probe microscopes (STM, AFM,
etc). The piezo effect additionally has its use in additional
mundane applications in addition, like acting because the
ignition supply for coffin nail lighters.

I.INTRODUCTION
We all probability used piezoelectric effect
(pronounced "pee-ay-zo-electricity") quite few times
nowadays. If you have a quartz watch, piezoelectric
effect is what helps it keep regular time. If you have
been writing a letter or Associate in Nursing essay on
your laptop with the assistance of voice recognition
computer code, the mike you spoke into in all
probability used piezoelectric effect to show the sound
energy in your voice into electrical signals your laptop
might interpret. If you are a little bit of Associate in
Nursing audiophile and like taking note of music on
vinyl, your phonograph would are exploitation
piezoelectric effect to "read" the sounds from your
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disk records. piezoelectric effect (literally, "pressing
electricity") is way easier than it sounds: it simply
suggests that exploitation crystals to convert energy
into electricity or vice-versa. Let's take a better
consider however it works and why it is so useful.
To apprehend what a electricity material is one needs
to know what will the term electricity stand for?. In
piezo effect the term” piezo” stands for pressure or
stress. so piezo effect is outlined as “Electricity
generated by application of mechanical stress or
tension” and therefore the materials that exhibit this
property comes beneath the class of electricity
materials. The credit for the invention of those
materials goes to Sir Jacques Curie (1856–1941) and
Pierre Curie (1859–1906). whereas experimenting
with bound crystalline minerals like quartz, cane
sugar, etc… they found that application of force or
tension on these materials generated voltages of
opposite polarities with magnitudes propositional to
the applied load. This development was named as
Direct Piezoeffect.
Squeeze certain crystals (such as quartz) and you'll
build electricity flow through them. The reverse is
typically true as well: if you pass electricity through
identical crystals, they "squeeze themselves" by
vibratory back and forth. that is just about
piezoelectric effect in a very shell however, for the
sake of science, let's have a proper definition:
Piezoelectricity (also referred to as the electricity
effect) is that the look of Associate in Nursing
electrical potential (a voltage, in different words)
across the edges of a crystal once you subject it to
mechanical stress (by compression it). In observe, the
crystal becomes a form of little battery with a electric
charge on one face and a charge on the other face;
current flows if we have a tendency to connect the 2
faces along to form a circuit. within the reverse
piezoelectricity, a crystal becomes automatically
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stressed (deformed in shape) once a voltage is applied
across its opposite faces.
II. WHAT CAUSE PEIZOELECTRICITY
Think of a crystal and you probably picture balls
(atoms) mounted on bars (the bonds that hold them
together), a bit like a climbing frame. Now, by
crystals, scientists do not essentially mean intriguing
bits of rock you discover in gift shops: a crystal is that
the scientific name for any solid whose atoms or
molecules ar organized during a} very orderly
approach supported endless repetitions of an
equivalent basic atomic building block (called the unit
cell). therefore a lump of iron is simply the maximum
amount of a crystal as a chunk of quartz. in a very
crystal, what we've is truly less sort of a frame (which
does not essentially have AN orderly, repetition
structure) and a lot of like three-dimensional, stippled
wallpaper.

In most crystals (such as metals), the building block
(the basic repetition unit) is symmetrical; in
piezoelectric crystals, it isn't. Normally, are crystals
are electrically neutral: the atoms within them might
not be symmetrically organized, however their
electrical charges are absolutely balanced: a electric
charge in one place cancels out a electric charge close.
However, if you squeeze or stretch a crystal, you
deform the structure, pushing a number of the atoms
nearer along or any apart, displeasing the balance of
positive and negative, and inflicting web electrical
charges to seem. This impact carries through the total
structure thus web positive and negative charges seem
on opposite, outer faces of the crystal.
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The reverse-piezoelectric impact happens within the
opposite manner. place a voltage across a crystal and
you are subjecting the atoms within it to "electrical
pressure." they need to maneuver to rebalance
themselves—and that is what causes electricity
crystals to deform (slightly amendment shape) once
you place a voltage across them. The secret of
piezoelectric materials lies in their distinctive atomic
structure. electricity materials are ionically secure and
contain positive and negative ions within the style of
pairs referred to as unit cells. These materials are
offered in nature as associate anisotropic
nonconductor with non-Centrosymmetric lattice i.e.
they don’t have any free electrical charges and also the
ions lack a middle of symmetry.

When mechanical stress or friction is applied on these
materials the geometry of the atomic structure of the
crystal changes because of net movement of positive
and negative ions with regard to one another, leading
to dipole or Polarization. so the crystal changes from a
nonconductor to a charged material. the quantity of
voltage generated is directly proportional to the
quantity of stress or tension applied to the crystal.
III. ENERGY HARVESTING WITH
PEIZOELECTRICITY
If you'll create a small little bit of electricity by
pressing one crystal once, might you create a big
quantity by pressing several crystals over and over
again? What if we have a tendency to buried crystals
beneath town streets and pavements to capture energy
as cars and folks passed by this concept, that is thought
as energy gather, has caught several people's interest.
Inventors have planned all types of concepts for
storing energy with hidden electricity devices, from
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shoes that convert your walking movements into heat
to stay your feet heat, and cellphones that charge
themselves from your body movements, to roads that
power streetlights, contact lenses that capture energy
after you blink, and even gadgets that create energy
from the pressure of falling rain

Generated electricity is nothing but 2-20 watt. It
depends on impact of the dancer's feet.

Smart road: One among the other methods is
piezoelectric smart road sensor. Here smart roads refer
to the roads on which piezoelectric sensors can be
placed in order to generate electricity, When any
vehicle moves on the roads it produces very small
vertical deformations and vibrations on the roads. The
increasing demand of the electricity forces us to think
about harvesting that vibration energy from vehicles
which is wasted otherwise

•

IV. ADVANTAGES
•

•
•
•

V. LIMITATIONS
•
•

•
•
Flooring Tiles : Japan has already started
experimentation with the use of piezoelectric effect for
energy generation. They implement piezoelectric
effect on the stairs of the bus. Thus every time
passenger steps on the tiles; they trigger a small
vibration that can be stored as energy. The flooring
tiles are made up of rubber which can absorb the
vibration. This vibration generates when running or
walking on it. Under these tiles piezoelectric material
are placed. When the movement is felt by the material
they can generate the electricity. This generated
energy is simultaneously stored into the battery.
Generated electricity we can use the lightning of lamp
or street light. Energy is generated by step of one
human being is too less but if number of steps
increases ultimately energy production also increases.
Dancing floors : Europe is another one of the country
which started experimenting use of piezoelectric
crystal for energy generation in night clubs. Floor is
compressed by the dancer's feet and piezoelectric
materials makes contact and generate electricity.
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Piezoelectric materials can operate at any
temperature conditions.
They have low carbon footprint making them the
best alternative for fossil fuel.
Characteristics of these materials make them the
best energy harvesters.
Unused energy lost in the form of vibrations can
be tapped to generate green energy.
These materials can be reused.

While working with vibrations these devices are
prone to pick up unwanted vibrations also.
Resistance and Durability apply limits to devices
when used to tap energy from pavements and
roads.
The mismatch between stiffness of piezoelectric
material and pavement material.
Less known details of these devices and the
amount of research done till date is not sufficient
to exploit full usage of these devices.
VI. CONCLUSION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Piezoelectricity is a revolutionary source for
"GREEN ENERGY".
Flexible piezoelectric materials are attractive for
power
harvesting applications because of their ability to
withstand large amounts of strain.
Convert the ambient vibration energy surrounding
them into electrical energy.
Electrical energy can then be used to power other
devices or stored for later
Considered as sustainable, clean source of energy
and environmentally friendly.
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